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We report in this work the characterization of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3±d particles synthesized via sol–gel technology starting from an
aqueous solution of the metallic nitrates and using urea as gelificant agent. The gelification is assumed to happen through the
formation of polynuclear species by condensation reactions between hydroxo complexes. Gels were decomposed at 250 °C and

calcined for 3 h at temperatures ranging from 300 to 1000 °C. Complete crystallization takes place at ca. 600 °C. The powders were
structurally characterized by X-ray diffraction and their structural parameters were calculated using the Rietveld method. The
MnIV content of the several samples was determined to be higher than the stoichiometric 33%. TEM micrographs show elongated

particles of which the polar ( long) axis size increases from 40 to 300 nm as the calcination temperature increases. Magnetization
and magnetoresistance studies are reported showing that the particles smaller than 80 nm behave as single magnetic domains
while the large ones behave as multidomains. A magnetoresistance of 12% at 1 kOe was observed for all the particles synthesized

by this sol–gel method.

In the last four years much work has been published for thin the calcination temperature on their structural, magnetic and
magnetotransport properties.films1–4 and ceramic samples5 of perovskite manganates,

R1−xBxMnO3±d (R=La, Pr, Nd, Sm; B=Ca, Sr, Ba, Pb),
showing giant magnetoresistance behaviour. The study of the
giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in these materials has two Experimental
main interests: (i) in basic science, in order to find a correct

In the synthesis procedures carried out in this work all
model to explain their magnetotransport properties, which is

chemicals were used without further purification. All reagent-
still now not well understood,6–9 and (ii) their industrial

grade chemicals were provided by Aldrich (Steinheim,
applications (magnetic sensors, magnetic recording heads).

Germany), except La(NO3 )3Ω6H2O which was provided by
However, all these studies were conducted at high magnetic

Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). La(NO3 )3Ω6H2O and La2O3 were
fields (ca. 5 T) whereas most industrial applications use low

dried in a vacuum desiccator and stored in an inert glove box
magnetic fields.

before use since they are highly hygroscopic. Mn(NO3 )2Ω6H2OThe preparation methods used so far have several draw-
was kept refrigerated, owing to its low melting point (ca. 25 °C),

backs: (i) quite thick films of �150 nm are produced, and
and handled in an inert glove box. In order to obtain a

grain sizes of the ceramic samples are of the order of microns;
polycrystalline reference pattern, La0.67Ca0.33MnO3±d was syn-

(ii ) synthesis requires high temperatures and long periods of
thesized by solid state reaction from stoichiometric amounts

time; (iii) high costs of the devices needed for the thin film
of La2O3 , CaO and Mn2O3 . This mixture was pelletized

preparation; (iv) for ceramic samples, poor sintering behaviour,
applying a pressure of 3.8×103 kg cm−2 and then annealed at

non-uniformity of particle size and shape, lack of reproduc-
1200 °C in two steps for 24 and 72 h, and after at 1300 °C in

ibility, multiphase character, and loss of stoichiometry due to
two steps for 24 and 72 h, with intermediate grindings in an

volatilization of reactants at high temperatures.
agate mortar after each step.

The sol–gel process has a potential advantage over the other
For the synthesis of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3±d via sol–gel technol-

methods not only for achieving homogeneous mixing of the
ogy, urea was used as the gelification agent. As starting

components on the atomic scale, but also for the possibility of
materials, stoichiometric amounts of La(NO3 )3Ω6H2O,

forming films or fibers from gels which are of technological
Ca(NO3 )2Ω4H2O and Mn(NO3 )2Ω6H2O were used owing to

importance.10,11 Other goals of the sol–gel route are lower
their high solubility in water. The initial concentrations were

processing temperatures and short annealing times, high purity
0.134  in LaIII , 0.066  in CaII and 0.2  in MnII and the

of the materials, good control of the stoichiometry, size and
urea concentration was fixed at y=10, with y=

shape of the particles, and particle sizes well below 100 nm at
[urea]/{[LaIII]+[CaII]+MnII]}. The reasons for using this

the lower processing temperatures.
value of y are given elsewhere.12 The solvent was evaporated

In the present work we describe the synthesis of
directly on a hot plate with continuous stirring at temperatures

La0.67Ca0.33MnO3±d particles via sol–gel technology and calci-
ranging between 75 and 137 °C, which corresponds to the

nation at several temperatures in order to study the effect of
melting point of urea. When cooling, a pink gel formed, which
was decomposed in an oven at 250 °C in air for 3 h, yielding
a fairly porous precursor. After milling in an agate mortar, the
precursor was calcined for 3 h at several temperatures (ranging* E-mail: qfmatcvv@usc.es
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between 300 and 1000 °C) in order to study the effect of the
particle size on their structural, magnetic and magnetotrans-
port properties. Decomposition and calcination were carried
out in a Quastar HEM-L-1 furnace in a static air atmosphere
with a heating rate of ca. 10 °C min−1 up to the calcination
temperature. All the samples were quenched in air to room
temperature after calcination.

Values of pH were measured with a pH-meter Crison Digit
501 using a Radiometer GK2401C combined electrode with
an Ag/AgCl system as internal reference. The structural charac-
terization of the polycrystalline powders was carried out by
X-ray powder diffraction, using a diffractometer Philips PW-
1710 with Cu anode (Cu-Ka radiation l=1.541 86 Å). The
measurements were performed in air at room temperature. The
oxygen content was determined by iodometric titrations of
MnIII and MnIV . Transmission electron microscopy was carried
out with a Philips CM-12 working at 80 kV. IR spectroscopy
measurements were carried out in a Bruker IFS 66V spectro-
photometer. KBr pellets between rock salt plates were used
and IR spectra were scanned between 4000 and 400 cm−1 with
a scan resolution of 2 cm−1 . Thermogravimetry was carried
out using a Perkin Elmer TGA 7 thermobalance. The experi-
ments were carried out under N2 at a heating rate of
10 °C min−1 up to 900 °C.

The magnetic properties of the samples were measured with
a DMS 1660 vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) between
100 and 300 K. Electrical resistivity, as a function of tempera-
ture and external magnetic field, was carried out with the
standard dc four-probe method between 77 and 300 K; the Fig. 1 Variation of the temperature and pH of the solution during the
powders were pressed at 6×103 kg cm−2 into disks of 13 mm evaporation process
diameter.

Electrochemical processes were carried out in 1  KOH
where M=La, Ca or Mn and L=NH3 , OH− , CO32− or urea.solution using a parallelepiped-shaped sample of 3×2×13
Urea ligands can coordinate metallic ions through the carbonylmm3 as working electrode. Four electrical contacts were
or the amino group,15 for MnII coordination occurs throughestablished using silver paste, which was then separated
the oxygen of urea.16 It should be noted that the IR spectrafrom the electrolyte with silicon rubber. After electrochemical
of tetramethylurea (tmu) complexes of lanthanide elements,treatments the sample was washed with water and dried before
[Ln(tmu)6][ClO4]3 , indicate also the presence of O-the electrical measurements.The counter-electrode was a thin
coordination.17platinum wire of 0.35 mm diameter. A Crison cat. no. 52–40

The initial aqueous solution is slightly acidic pH (ca. 5.2).Ag/AgCl electrode standardized with reference to NHE (E°=
The pH remains acidic during most of the evaporation process,+207 mV at 25 °C) served as the reference electrode. The
increasing a little as water removal proceeds owing to theoxidation was carried out under an anodic potential of
decomposition of urea, and the solution reaches neutral pH+600 mV over 48 h and this sample was submitted afterwards
values (Fig. 1). The small increase in pH is an indication thatto a reduction at −200 mV over 48 h.
urea decomposes to only a small extent. This decomposition
releases hydroxide ions which favours the hydrolysis of cations

Results and Discussion which leads to the formation of small amounts of a precipitate.
The X-ray diffraction pattern of the dried precipitate indicatesMechanism of gel formation
the presence of La2O(CO3 )2ΩxH2O (x=1–2, JCPDS-ICDD

The role of the urea in the synthesis is very important.12 In Card No. 28–512) and, in lower percentages, of hexagonal
aqueous solution, metallic ions are coordinated by water La(CO3 )OH (JCPDS-ICDD Card No. 26-815). We observe
molecules, but when an aqueous solution of urea is heated at only lanthanum compounds in the precipitate due to the higher
temperatures �75 °C the decomposition of urea to CO32− and acidity of LaIII ions compared to the other cations (CaII , MnII )
NH3 (with release of hydroxide ions) becomes significant.13 In present in solution.
the absence of acids the following reaction takes place: For the hydrolysis reaction

urea�NH4+ CNO−
[Mn(H2O)

x
]n+ BA

K1 [Mn(H2O)
x−1(OH)](n−1)++Haq+In acid media a rapid quantitative conversion of the cyanate

ion to ammonium ion occurs:14
Sillén et al. have reported the hydrolysis constants for several
metal ions at 25 °C.18 LaIII has a pK1 ranging between 8.3 andCNO−+2 H++2 H2O�NH4++H2CO3
10.7; for CaII , pK1=13.4, and for MnII , pK1=10.5. Therefore,

The rate of decomposition depends on the temperature and
LaIII ions show a higher tendency towards hydrolysis.

urea concentration.14 Some new ligands which can substitute
The presence of La2O(CO3 )2ΩxH2O in the precipitate leads

water molecules in their coordination positions around the
us to consider the formation of polynuclear species by conden-

metal ions (NH4+ , OH− , CO32− ) appear in solution. The
sation reactions between the hydroxo complexes.19 These

substitution degree of water by other ligands depends on the
polynuclear products are held together by hydroxo-, [M(OH)

nature and concentration of metallic ions and ligands. The
(OH)M]2n+ , or oxo-bridges: [MMOMM]2n+ .

removal of water by evaporation promotes the substitution of
When the mixture is sufficiently concentrated the tempera-

water ligands, according to the following equation:
ture rises to the melting point of urea, around 137 °C.20 The
temperature increase leads to a larger extent of urea decompo-[M(H2O)

m
]n++xLq−�[M(H2O)

m−xΩLx]p++xH2O
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ance hybrids with higher double bond character of the CMN
bonds.

The IR spectra of the precipitate dried at 80 °C is quite
similar to that published by Aumont et al. for La(OH)CO3 22
and major absorptions are given in Table 2. This is in accord
with the X-ray diffraction results because when x=1 the
formula La2O(CO3 )2ΩxH2O can be considered as formed by
two molecules of La(OH)CO3 . The differences observed with
the data previously reported may be due to uncertainty in the
water content.

Perovskite crystallization

La0.67Ca0.33MnO3±d crystallizes in a structure which shows an
orthorhombic distortion with respect to the ideal cubic per-
ovskite ABO3 , belonging to space group Pbnm.23 In the
perovskite structure, A cations are coordinated by twelve
oxygen ions and B cations by six. The unit cell can be

Fig. 2 IR spectra of the as-prepared gel and the precipitate formed at represented by A ions at the corners of a cube with B ions at
80 °C, compared with commercial urea the body center and oxygen ions at the center of the faces.

The A cation is normally found to be somewhat larger than
the B cation. In order to have contact between the A, B and

Table 1 Main absorption maxima for urea and their assignments
O ions, RA+RO should be equal to √2(RB+RO ), where RA ,according to Penland et al.15
RB and RO are the ionic radii. Goldschmidt has shown that

observed frequencies/cm−1 vibration assignment the perovskite structure is stable within tolerable limits of
cations sizes.24 He defines a tolerance factor, t, as RA+RO=3457, 3349, 3260 NMH stretching t√2(RB+RO). The perovskite structure occurs only within the

1682 CNO stretching and NH2 bending
range 0.75<t<1.00; however, this is not a sufficient condition,

1607 NH2 bending and CNO stretching
since A and B cations must, in themselves, be stable in twelve-1467 out-of-phase CMN stretching
and six-coordination, respectively. In oxides, the bounds for1154 in-plane NH2 rocking

1004 in-phase CMN stretching the cationic radii are rA>0.90 Å and rB>0.51 Å.24
573, 559 NMCMO deformation If 0.75<t<0.9, a cooperative buckling of corner-shared
500 NMCMN deformation octahedra to optimize the AMO bond lengths enlarges the

unit cell and produces an orthorhombic distortion of the unit
cell, containing four formula units. This buckling of the corner-
shared octahedra decreases the cation–anion–cation angle wsition raising the pH due to hydroxide release. The decompo-

sition of urea is clearly indicated by the smell of ammonia and from 180°.25 This distortion is common in all ABO3 perovskites,
with creation of ‘free space’ in the structure by small lanthanidebubbles observed in the mixture.

At this stage the mixture is then cooled and a large increase atoms or by substitution of larger ones by smaller alkali or
alkaline earth atoms. This is the so called O-type structure,in viscosity is observed leading to the formation of a gel.

Metallic ions will be then located in the gel network with an with a∏c/√2∏b for orthorhombic Pbnm perovskites.
We must consider another distortion, related to the strongstatistical distribution according to the stoichiometric amounts

of these ions in the starting solution. Jahn–Teller character of MnIII in the octahedral sites, due to
its 3d4 t2g3eg1 electron configuration. This distortion does notThe IR spectrum of this gel differs only slightly from

commercial urea (Fig. 2). Table 1 lists absorption maxima for change the lattice symmetry (Pbnm) but modifies the cell
deformation in such a way that c/√2∏a∏b (O∞-type structure).urea and assignments according to Penland et al.15 The bands

at 1384 and 825 cm−1 in the IR spectra of the gel are assigned The Jahn–Teller split of the eg band is progressively reduced
as the CaII concentration increases in the intermediateto the nitrate group.

The shift of the CNO stretching to lower frequencies La1−xCa
x
MnO3 compounds due to the conversion of MnIII to

MnIV ; i.e. from 3d4 (t2g3eg1 ) to 3d3 (t2g3eg0 ) electron configur-(1652 cm−1) suggested the presence of hydrogen bonding inside
the gel,21 as a consequence of hydroxide ions. The band ation, respectively.26

For the sol–gel technology samples it is observed thatobserved at ca. 1620–1600 cm−1 corresponds to the free NH2
bending vibration. There are small shifts of other bands to La0.67Ca0.33MnO3±d shows an incipient crystallization at

500 °C and complete crystallization takes place at ca. 600 °C.higher frequencies: CMN stretching (1474 and 1017 cm−1 ),
NH2 rocking (1164 cm−1 ) and NMCMN deformation Below this temperature we observe very small peaks of calcite

(rhombohedral CaCO3 , JCPDS-ICDD Card No. 5-586). The(531 cm−1 ) that also indicates the formation of oxygen–metal
bonds. This coordination increases the single bond character results obtained as a function of the calcination temperature

are shown in Fig. 3.of the carbonyl group, increasing the importance of the reson-

Table 2 Observed main absorption maxima of the precipitate formed at 80 °C, compared with those
reported by Aumont et al. for La(CO3)OH22

observed frequencies/cm−1 La(CO3)OH frequencies/cm−1 vibration assignment

1069 1085, 1100 n1 (CO32− )
855, 808 875 n2 (CO32− )

1498, 1423 1515–1480, 1460–1440, 1420–1410 n3 (CO32− )
722, 698 725, 695 n4 (CO32− )

3580 3625, 3640 ns1 (OH− )
3452 3470, 3475, 3487, 3495 ns2 (OH− )
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atom and the carbonyl group, increasing the CNO double
bond character.

Penland et al. have also observed for these urea complexes
of PdII and PtII two additional bands in the high-frequency
region, at lower frequencies than the NMH stretching
vibrations. They have assigned these bands to the NMH
stretching vibrations of the coordinated NH2 group and con-
cluded that only one nitrogen atom of each urea molecule
coordinates to the central metal ion since both free and
coordinated NMH frequencies were observed in the spectra.15
This N-coordination can explain the broadening of the NMH
stretching band to lower frequencies.

The bands at 1384 and 833 cm−1 arise from the presence of
the nitrate group and they remain up to 540 °C. Below the
perovskite crystallization, two bands are observed at ca. 1475
and 1430 cm−1 that can be assigned to the carbonate group.

This substantial change in the properties of the system when
the perovskite crystallizes is accompanied with a loss of mass,
as shown in Fig. 5. The sample calcined at 300 °C shows an
initial small mass loss below 250 °C due to loss of water and
a much larger mass loss above 400 °C that extends up to
850 °C. This second mass loss is related to carbonate and
oxycarbonate decomposition as well as that of other secondary
phases remaining from the urea decomposition.

Owing to the fact that each sample is calcined for 3 h at the
corresponding calcination temperature, the decomposition is
more complete at each temperature than in the thermograms,
shifting the thermogravimetric curve to lower temperatures.

Structural and microstructural parameters were extractedFig. 3 X-Ray diffraction patterns of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3±d samples as
from the X-ray data using the program LS1, based on thea function of the calcination temperature. All the samples were calcined

3 h at each temperature. Crystallization is complete at ca. 600 °C. Rietveld method27,28 and written in Microsoft Professional
BASIC 7.0 by Lutterotti et al.29 This program employs the
Levenberg–Marquardt least-squares method to minimize theIn order to obtain more details about the nature of the
weighted sum of squared residuals:30samples below the crystallization temperature, they have been

studied by IR spectroscopy and thermogravimetry. SSQ= ∑
i

w
i
(I
i,exp−I

i,calc )2IR spectra of the precursor calcined at 250 °C and subsequent
treatments of this sample are presented in Fig. 4. At 250 and Peak profiles were modelled by pseudo-Voigt functions cor-
300 °C the IR spectra show several differences with respect to
the spectrum of the gel. The broad bands at ca. 3385 and
1630 cm−1 indicate that amine and carbonyl groups are still
present, while the bands at 1481 and 559 cm−1 indicate the
existence of CMN stretching and NMCMO deformation,
respectively. However, some new bands arise. The band at
1734 cm−1 is due to free carbonyl vibration, and indicates the
formation of a coordinate bond between the N and the central
metal atom, as was observed by Penland et al. for palladium()
and platinum() complexes with urea.15 The formation of the
N�M bond increases the electron demand by the donor
nitrogen atom and blocks the resonance between this nitrogen

Fig. 5 Thermogram of the sample calcined for 3 h at 300 °C at a
Fig. 4 IR spectra evolution as a function of the calcination temperature heating rate of 10 °C min−1
994 J. Mater. Chem., 1998, 8(4), 991–1000



rected for instrumental asymmetry. The background is repro- X-Ray data were collected in the 2h range 20–100° (12–100°
for samples calcined below 600 °C) with a step interval of 0.02°duced by a polynomial expression and, if amorphous phase

halos are present in the diffraction pattern, they are modelled and a time step of 10 s.
Results are presented in Tables 3 and 4. Rietveld fits to theinserting very broad Gaussians. The correction for preferred

orientation is introduced following the March–Dollase model data for three representative calcination temperatures (520,
600 and 1000 °C) are shown in Fig. 6. Rietveld fits for samplesand proposed by Will et al.31 The peak width, reproduced by

the Caglioti equation,32 the gaussianity of pseudo-Voigt func- prepared at temperatures below ca. 580 °C can be subject to
additional errors such as small changes in perovskite stoichi-tion and two parameters for the asymmetry have to be fixed

once a standard profile has been refined. In our case, the ometry because of the presence of amorphous phase halos and
calcite, CaCO3 , as a secondary phase. As a consequence, thestandard was a ceramic sample of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 . This

procedure is necessary in order to refine the microstructure, results for the samples in the range 500–580 °C should be
interpreted with care because of the assumption of La-i.e. crystallite size and microstrain.

Besides small particle size, several crystal imperfections substitution by 1/3 of Ca atoms.
Lattice parameters, unit cell volumes and densities for thecontribute to break the crystal into smaller incoherent

diffracting domains as, for example, dislocation arrays, stacking various samples are shown in Fig. 7. Below 600 °C we observe
a decrease of all lattice parameters up to 530 °C and in thefaults or twins. Dislocations, vacancies, interstitials and substi-

tutions manifest themselves through lattice microstrain. range 530–600 °C they remain almost constant. The initial
decrease is due to calcium segregation as calcite, so the materialBecause the Caglioti formula cannot reproduce all these poss-

ible broadening effects,33 the authors have developed a model does not have the correct stoichiometry of 67% La533% Ca
but a higher percentage of LaIII ions which are larger than CaIIto connect profile width and shape directly to crystallite size

(column length) and microstrain, along the various crystallo- ions (1.15 and 1.05 Å for octahedral coordination, respect-
ively).35 For well crystallized samples, a significant increase ofgraphic directions, using conditions on cosine Fourier

coefficients and their derivatives.33,34 all parameters with the calcination temperature is observed

Table 3 Structural parameters for samples near the crystallization region. At low temperatures results are subjected to higher errors. Mass
contents of calcite, CaCO3 , are specified. Some error factors are indicated at the bottom. Reflection (1 2 1) of the space group Pbnm is considered
as preferred orientation (P.O.) Hoctahedra represents the tilt angle between two octahedra

T /°C 500 520 540 560 580

a/Å 5.459(7) 5.454(6) 5.4491(1) 5.4496(5) 5.4495(5)
b/Å 5.486(5) 5.455(7) 5.4815(1) 5.4780(4) 5.4785(5)
c/Å 7.780(6) 7.744(4) 7.6896(4) 7.6908(6) 7.6896(7)
structure type O O O∞ O∞ O∞
x (La,Ca) 0.523(2) 0.486(2) 0.516(2) 0.5161(2) 0.5169(3)
y (La,Ca) 0.0005(35) 0.002(4) 0.0008(65) 0.00005(27) 0.002(1)
x [O(1)] −0.02(1) −0.224(5) 0.010(5) −0.003(2) −0.003(2)
y [O(1)] −0.000004(963) 0.03(2) 0.062(2) 0.075(2) −0.058(4)
x [O(2)] 0.301(8) 0.27(2) 0.277(2) 0.276(3) 0.272(3)
y [O(2)] 0.156(7) 0.22(2) 0.208(3) 0.222(3) 0.217(2)
z [O(2)] −0.0002(17) 0.007(11) −0.0205(4) −0.023(1) 0.028(2)
Hoctahedra/degrees 174.2 115.0 159.7 155.9 161.2
Biso/Å2 1.28(9) 1.07(2) 0.880(4) 0.92(1) 0.37(2)
P.O.(121) — 1.06(5) 1.000(3) 0.992(4) 1.040(6)
%(m/m) CaCO3 7.0 4.6 1.3 0 0
SSQ 4422.6 5852.8 5109.4 7080.8 9036.9
GOF 1.05 1.11 1.13 1.22 1.51
RB (%) 4.38 15.1 3.80 8.54 4.13
Rwp (%) 5.09 5.89 5.34 6.65 8.08

Table 4 Structural parameters for crystallized samples as a function of calcination temperature. Error factors are specified at the bottom.
Reflection (1 2 1) of the space group Pbnm is considered as preferred orientation. Hoctahedra represents the tilt angle between two octahedra

T /°C 600 700 800 900 1000 ceramic

a/Å 5.4492(7) 5.4627(4) 5.4618(4) 5.4614(2) 5.4602(1) 5.46219(7)
b/Å 5.4767(7) 5.4821(5) 5.4788(3) 5.4783(1) 5.4769(1) 5.47685(6)
c/Å 7.6936(9) 7.7129(6) 7.7160(5) 7.7154(2) 7.7153(2) 7.71934(9)
structure type O∞ O∞ O∞ O∞ O∞ O∞
x (La,Ca) 0.5139(5) 0.5159(2) 0.5175(2) 0.5178(2) 0.5184(1) 0.5200(1)
y (La,Ca) 0.002(2) 0.0005(8) 0.002(1) 0.0015(7) 0.0022(4) 0.0036(3)
x [O(1)] −0.002(3) −0.011(2) −0.011(2) −0.010(2) −0.010(1) −0.0056(8)
y [O(1)] −0.075(5) −0.074(3) −0.066(3) −0.072(2) −0.069(2) −0.062(1)
x [O(2)] 0.262(5) 0.278(2) 0.263(3) 0.282(2) 0.278(1) 0.275(1)
y [O(2)] 0.216(3) 0.234(2) 0.207(2) 0.231(2) 0.229(2) 0.222(1)
z [O(2)] 0.030(2) 0.028(1) 0.029(2) 0.032(1) 0.0309(8) 0.0317(7)
Hoctahedra/degrees 155.9 156.0 158.5 156.7 157.6 160.0
Biso/Å2 1.76(2) 0.47(1) 0.93(2) 1.11(1) 0.65(1) 0.032(13)
P.O.(121) 0.981(6) 0.986(4) 0.986(5) 0.963(3) 0.975(3) 0.945(3)
SSQ 8538.7 7306.7 6672.1 5914.2 7853.6 7591.1
GOF 1.46 1.35 1.29 1.22 1.40 1.38
RB (%) 4.02 3.35 3.18 2.86 2.79 2.97
Rwp (%) 5.76 7.65 5.65 4.81 7.01 7.97
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leads to a higher distortion of the perovskite structure, bending
the MnMOMMn angle from the ideal perovskite value of
180°. Nevertheless, no clear tendency is observed in the angle
between octahedra determined by the Rietveld method as a
function of the calcination temperature (Tables 3 and 4).

(b) The size of the crystallite domains: small sizes can
originate stresses in the structure which disappear when the
structure is formed at higher temperatures.

(c) The presence of defects: all the orthorhombic perovskites
show twinning, breaking the crystallite domains in smaller
units. The presence of twins increases the stresses in the
structure; i.e. increases the microstrain. At higher temperatures
the energy supplied to the structure can be sufficient to anneal
the structure and lower the microstrains.

(d ) Changes in stoichiometry: the presence of vacancies in
cationic positions can also strongly affect the lattice parameters;
however, no segregation of secondary phases was observed by
X-ray diffraction and the Rietveld method fits the experimental
data fairly well.

Iodometry

In order to calculate the percentage of MnIV present in the
samples iodometric titrations were carried out. The iodometry
method used is based on that described by Vogel.37 For this
purpose, three assumptions were made: (i ) La and Ca maintain
the initial stoichiometric ratio 251; (ii ) La and Ca have
oxidation states of +3 and +2, respectively; and (iii ) Mn can
be present in oxidation states of +3 and +4.

A weighed amount of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3±d powders was
dissolved in a stirred mixture of 10 ml of a 10 mass% KI
aqueous solution and 2.5 ml 2  HCl. Chlorine is produced by
the reactions

2 MnIII+2 Cl−�Cl2+2 MnII

MnIV+2 Cl−�Cl2+MnIIFig. 6 Rietveld fits of samples prepared at 520, 600 and 1000 °C.
Allowed reflections of the space group Pbnm are indicated at the top

The in situ generated chlorine reacts with the iodide and iodineof graphics and the residuals at the bottom. For the sample prepared
is formed:at 520 °C amorphous phase halos and additional reflections due to

the rhombohedral calcite, CaCO3 are observed. Cl2+2 I−�2 Cl−+I2
This iodine is titrated with a standard volumetric solution of
sodium thiosulfate (0.0202 N) until a clear and colorless solu-

between 600 and 700 °C and above this temperature a slow tion is obtained. When the end-point is approached, three
decrease is seen. This slow decrease of the unit cell volume drops of 1 mass% starch solution are added in order to
above 700 °C is due to better compaction of the structure, observe the colour change better.
leading to a higher density.

2 S2O32−+I2�2 I−+S4O62−The orthorhombic deformation can be calculated by the
formula36 Under the three former assumptions, the formula for

the lanthanum manganate(/) can be calculated:
D=

1

3
∑
3

i
=1 K ai−a:

a K 100 LaIII0.67CaII0.33MnIII1−aMnIV
a
O3±d , where 3±d=(17+3a)/6.

As the analysis determines oxidation equivalents, the pos-
sibility of disproportionation of MnIII to MnII and MnIV haswhere a1=a, a2=b, a3=c/√2 and a:=abc/√2. This is a
to be considered:measurement of the distortions of the structure with respect

to the ideal cubic perovskite structure, where all three lattice 2 MnIII�MnII+MnIV
parameters are equivalent and, therefore, no distortion is seen.

The MnIII and MnIV content can be calculated from theIt is observed that D decreases rapidly as the calcination
titration results:temperature increases, and almost vanishes at high tempera-

tures (Fig. 8). mol I2=0.5 mol MnIII+mol MnIV=[(1−a)/2] mol MnIII
We have assumed an isotropic model for crystallite sizes

+a mol MnIVand microstrains and results are shown in Fig. 9. As expected,
an increase in the calcination temperature implies a growth of

giving a=
m−206.235NV

8NV−m
the crystallites, lowering at the same time microstrain effects
because of better crystallinity of the samples.

We have no clear explanation for the sharp increase of where m is the mass of the sample and N and V are the
normality and added volume of the S2O32− standard volu-lattice parameters between 600 and 700 °C but there are several

factors which can affect the lattice parameters. metric solution.
Results are shown in Fig. 10. The MnIV content decreases(a) The MnIV content present in the samples: MnIV has a

smaller effective ionic radius than MnIII (0.60 Å cf. 0.66 Å) in rapidly to the theoretical value of 33% (1/3 Ca substitution)
as the calcination temperature increases, so the oxygen contentoctahedral coordination.35 The MnIV content was determined

by iodometry (see below). The presence of smaller MnIV cations decreases close to 3.00.
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Fig. 7 Unit cell parameters, volume and density of the sol–gel samples as a function of the calcination temperature

This decrease of MnIV content acts in the opposite way to (Fig. 12). This can be understood if we take into account that
one particle may consist of several crystallization domains38the unit cell volume tendency, which decreases above 700 °C,

but it could explain to some extent the unit cell volume which is what is observed by X-rays while with TEM the
whole particle is observed. Twinning and other structureincrease observed between 600 and 700 °C.

The best explanation for the lattice parameters jump between defects (vacancies, dislocations) can explain the presence of the
crystallite domains in the particle.600 and 700 °C seems to be the small size of the crystallite

domains, which causes stresses in the structure. However, a
more detailed structure study with powerful techniques (neu- Magnetic properties
tron diffraction) is needed in order to determine the presence

Hysteresis loops of the sol–gel samples prepared were measured
of vacancies and the MnIV content, which is directly related to

between 100 and 300 K. Fig. 13 shows the coercive field of the
the magnetic structure.

samples as a function of temperature. We can see two behaviour
types: for the larger particles (above an average particle size of

Transmission electron microscopy
ca. 80 nm) the coercive field drops continuously up to the bulk
Curie point, TC=265 K, and paramagnetic behaviour isFig. 11 shows several micrographs of sol–gel samples of

La0.67Ca0.33MnO3±d synthesized at 540, 600, 800 and 1000 °C. observed above this critical temperature; in the case of the
smaller particles (below an average particle size of ca. 50 nm),At 540 °C we observe some material which has not yet crys-

tallized, however, when the calcination temperature is increased superparamagnetic behaviour is observed below TC , between
230 and 265 K. These results led us to consider the smallerto 600 °C only crystallized particles are obtained. Further

increases on the calcination temperature imply a growth of particles as single domains, while the larger ones behave as
usual ferromagnetic multidomains. Using a theoretical relationthe particles. TEM micrographs show elongated particles

whose polar (long) axis size increases from 40 to 300 nm as we have determined the critical size of spherical grains below
which they are single domains.39 The critical size was 80 nm,the calcination temperature is increased. The TEM sizes are

several times larger than those calculated by X-ray diffraction which is in good agreement with our experimental results.
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Fig. 10 Manganese() content of the sol–gel samples, determined byFig. 8 Orthorhombic distortion of the different sol–gel samples com-
pared with the ideal cubic perovskite structure (D=0%). The dotted iodometric titrations. The dotted line is a guide to the eye.
line is a guide to the eye.

Fig. 9 Dependence of the crystallite size and lattice microstrain on the
calcination temperature

Transport properties

The electrical resistivity, r, normalized by the value measured
at 300 K, is observed to decrease as the particle size increases
and the maximum of the resistivity shifts to higher temperatures
as the particles becomes larger.39,40 This shift can be primarily
attributed to a change in the oxygen content as we shall show Fig. 11 Transmission electron micrographs of samples calcined for 3 h

at 540, 600, 800 and 1000 °C. In all cases, the bar represents 200 nm.below in the electrochemically modified samples.
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Fig. 14 Magnetoresistance at 77 K of fine particles of
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3±d synthesized at 700 °C compared with the solid
state reaction sample

pheres. It is observed that oxidation of the sample shifts the
maximum of the resistance to lower temperatures, while
reduction shifts the maximum to higher temperatures (Fig. 15).
The shift to lower temperatures for the oxidized sample is
quite surprising because when a sample is oxidized in an O2Fig. 12 Comparison of sizes obtained by X-ray diffraction, using the atmosphere at high temperatures the opposite behaviour is

Rietveld method, and by transmission electron microscopy. The dotted
observed.5 As yet, we have no explanation for this behaviour

lines are a guide to the eye.
but we have to take into account that our samples are not
fully oxidized. However, these are only preliminary results and
further work is in progress in order to understand this peculiarThe particle size has also a great influence in the magnetore-
phenomenon.sistance, DR/R0=[(RH−R0 )]/R0 . Fig. 14 compares the mag-

netoresistance of the ceramic sample and a sol–gel sample
synthesized at 700 °C. At 1 kOe, the ceramic sample shows a

The authors wish to acknowledge financial support fromMR change of 5% cf. 12% for the sol–gel sample.39
DGICYT-PB94-1528 (Spain) and NSF-DMR-91172122This sol–gel sample was subjected to electrochemical pro-
(USA), and Dr. Senén Paz-Abuı́n for thermogravimetriccesses which can modify the oxygen content at room tempera-
measurements. C.V.V. also thanks Xunta de Galicia for finan-ture without any size increase, as in the conventional oxidation/

reduction processes at high temperatures in controlled atmos- cial support.

Fig. 13 Coercive fields of the sol–gel samples measured between 100 and 300 K, obtained from the hysteresis loops. Each sample is labelled after
the average particle size obtained by transmission electron microscopy.
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